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At GreyFox we observe, listen and answer to the basic needs of a complex society with a focus on human 
movement.

GreyFox is a research and design led initiative, whose ambition is to develop, produce and distribute high 
quality, humanised furniture solutions for the 21st Century.

We develop solutions to focus on human movement, user health and wellbeing.

A Concept of Urbanism

As we move toward higher density living and working in urban environments, we lose touch with our 
naturalistic roots and biophilic requirements. We shut off from people as our bodies and minds acclimatise to 
the built environment.

As we move further from the fields, our focus at Grey Fox is to reconnect you, through the critical heritages of 
being human, in the 21st century.

In re-imagining how we work, learn and connect our collections provoke joy and surprise! 
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for GreyFox, by Perch

We specialise in research-led design for applied human movement. We 
conduct quantitative and qualitative research, to find out how people 
communicate, congregate, work and learn. Our passion is developing new 
solutions in emergent fields, to improve the quality of life for people. 

We consider ergonomics, psychology and aesthetics as equally important 
and we are hugely excited to be developing new and elegant solutions for 
GreyFox. 

Our Sympatico Collection is designed around 
providing essential, untethered agility.
Collaboration, social engagement and adaptability are key drivers in attracting people to the office environment. 
With this collection, we focused on facilitating better collaboration between workers, when sharing thoughts or 
brainstorming.

Sympatico enables easy, untethered and fluid engagement providing uncompromised experiences in both 
traditional and non-traditional spaces. 

Access to movement.  Access to power.  Access to true mobility.

When we start with a focus purely on the Human; their psychological, physiological and biophilic needs, we 
find that the concept, for something new and meaningful, designs itself.

www.perch.ie
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Familiar innovation
We developed the core pieces for our Sympatico collection around traditional icons, which we have grown to love. 
Each piece has received an injection of innovation and technology, to re-imagine them as key utilities in modern 
working & learning spaces.
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Learn 

WorkConnect

True agility
Sympatico supports a truly agile environment, facilitating daily change and wide ranging group dynamics, through its 
mobile power and mobile video conference technology.
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Untethered
No wall plugs? No problem! Our battery powered charging stations and Display units enable meetings to happen in 
any area of your workspace. 
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Breakout

Huddle Meetings in a Hybrid World
Effective spaces for effective teams facilitate rich and meaningful engagements and support today’s hybrid work 
arrangements.  Agile solutions provide for virtual participation.
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Hospitality
Our beautiful furniture provides meaningful, refreshing assistance. Mobile, untethered power, clean lines and 
interpretable utility were key drivers for our Sympatico development.

Powered by
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Stop and recharge
Your ‘water-cooler’moments re-imagined.

Wireless

Effortless
Powered by
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Surprise awaits
An oasis of utility supports nomadic working.

Natural Graceful

Tactile
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Aesthetic functionalism
Stripped back, practical, beautiful.
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A fresh take
The GreyFox collection aims to improve the overall experience and interaction of workers and learners throughout  
the work day.

Plan
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Pommel Hub
Meeting point & recharging zone
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Pommel Hub
Birch Plywood legs with clear matt lacquer finish
Plywood substructure
2 x pull out storage drawers
Internal cable management
Optional Plug and sockets for mobile charging / power
Optional Battery charger, with battery pucks, powered by Aircharge®
Upholstered pommel fascias in wide range of fabric finishes
Optional black lacquer finish also available

Dimensions
Pommel Hub LxWxH - 1500 x 530 x 1050mm
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Pommel Bench
Meeting point & recharging zone
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Pommel Bench
Birch Plywood legs with clear matt lacquer finish
Optional Plug and sockets for mobile charging / power
Wireless Battery charging available, powered by Aircharge®
Upholstered pommel fascias in wide range of fabric finishes
Optional black lacquer finish also available

Dimensions

Pommel Bench LxWxH - 1500 x 530 x 730mm

Powered by
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Vault
Whether Zooming, Teaming, or Meeting - the Vault provides a secure, mobile platform supporting today’s 
hybrid meetings and focus rooms.  Plug it in or use the high capacity battery and connect with tomorrow’s 
world today!
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Vault Mobile VideoConference Unit
Birch Plywood handles with clear matt lacquer finish
6 x internal storage shelves 
Upholstered exterior panel in wide range of fabric finishes
AV and VideoConference Screens accommodated - VESA Mounts / cable 
management system.
2 x whiteboard storage rails
High Capacity battery - with up to 8 hours battery life
4 no 65mm twin wheel swivel castors 
Optional soft tyre castors available
Optional black lacquer finish also available

Dimensions
Vault Unit LxWxH - 900 x 500 x 1550mm

DTEN ME  
Be Present Anywhere

“Zoom for Huddles
 - Zoom for Home”

27” HD multi-touch display - plug and play 
ready - Zoom software included.
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Whiteboard
Light weight and self-supporting, available in a variety of sizes
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of 

600mm & 700mm

Folding Whiteboard
Light weight and self-supporting, available in a variety of sizes. Available in 
single or hinged double. Also available with printed artwork from Irish artists and 
designers, on reverse. Contact sales for more information  

Dimensions
Whiteboard LxWxH - 700 x 1800mm  OR  600 x 1800mm
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Dolly
Wireless charging - Tea Trolley
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Dolly
Plywood handle & legs in clear matt lacquer finish
3 no 50mm swivel castors
2 x Moulded PET Felt Baskets
Tea Trolley - can include wireless charging, powered by Aircharge®
Optional black lacquer finish also available

Dimensions
Round table LxWxH - 430 x 430 x 890mm

Powered by
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Better workplaces in a better world

At GreyFox the principles of longevity, purpose and sustainability guide everything we do; we’ve built our processes 
around them. Our furniture is designed to promote the health of its users, whilst sustaining the health of our planet. 

Our customers buy less because our products do more. They stand the test of time and the demands of their users.

Our furniture is designed to be easily maintained, renewed and serviced. We keep our products out of landfill, we take 
them back at end of life and ensure they are repurposed. We manufacture our products locally. We stand over and 
ensure the sustainability of all stages of our product development.

Our conscience guides the selection of our materials and suppliers. We want to produce furniture made of sustainably 
forested woods, natural fabrics and water based finishes. 

At GreyFox, our commitment to sustainability is resolute. Our environmental conscience guides what we do and will 
adapt and evolve with us. We design and manufacture for better workplaces in a better world.

Health Centric
Futures

With love, care and attention, 
in Ireland
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Casement House, 
Clonlara Road, 

Baldonnell Business Park,
Dublin 22,
D22Y5H2,

Ireland

+353 1 6420050
www.greyfox.design
info@greyfox.design

A Concept of Urbanism


